Raise your hand if you have a family or friend to lean on
when the chips are down?

The
Challenge

How do we get those with strong family connections
to empathise with those that don’t?

The
Insight
Potato chips are the snack foods
of choice for Aussie parents
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Potato Chips are a conduit for connection and help us
Contemplate the value of family and friends.

The
Opportunity
Infiltrate a wholesome moment of connection,
sharing a bag of potato chips with your loved ones,
as a way to support those without supportive relationships.

The
Strategy
Transform Australian families’ favourite snack
into a donation mechanism that helps vulnerable young Australians.

The
Idea
A world-first media execution we will create a limited-edition
line of potato chips that help vulnerable young people
access mentorship opportunities - introducing Mentor Chips
We will partner with Smiths (PepsiCo) to release a limited
line of healthy chips that support Big Brothers Big Sisters.
For every packet bought $1 will be donated to BBBS
Mentor Chips are more than just a donation mechanism.
They are the catalyst Australia needs to kick-start the
conversation about the importance of relation-chips, friendchips and mentor-chips during hard-chips.

What’s in it
for Smith’s
Smiths frequently releases new flavours to celebrate
cultural moments (like the recent lamington flavour for
Australia day, Peking Duck flavour for the Chinese New
year)
Releasing new product lines is their key tactical
marketing activity to support sales
Creating a healthy line of chips to support BBBS is a way
to give back to the community, make snacking
completely guilt free, all while creating a national
conversation with their brand in focus
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The chips
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Mentor Chips?
The chips that
provide mentorship

Mentor Chips

The chips that provide mentorship

The
KPIs
We plan to manufacture 500,000 bags of Mentor Chips giving
BBBS $500,000 in the first year, with the plan to scale up operation
in subsequent years.
Through the QR sign up code on the back of each packet of
Mentor Chips we plan to increase the donor list by 300%
By creating a nationwide story, we will sell out all donor events for
years to come and flood the BBBS website with traffic.

Why
We Love It?
Start a national conversation of giving back to vulnerable young
Australians, providing them with mentorship opportunities.
A scalable, repeatable business model. Something we can
replicate year on year.
An idea with strong earned media potential that will make
headlines around the country.
A world-first media execution to achieve awareness and funding
goals
Leverages the media budget of a global FMCG player, one of the
highest media spenders in the world (PepsiCo). PepsiCo may even
step in as a potential major corporate donor to diversify our donor
portfolio.

